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Abstract
Purpose – Researchers and teachers have noted the power of students reading text sets or multiple texts on
the same topic, and numerous articles have been published with examples of and frameworks for text set
construction. This study aims to traces the theoretical assumptions of these frameworks and explores their
distinct implications and tensions for understanding disciplinary literacy in English language arts (ELA).
Design/methodology/approach – The author draws on three frameworks, using a focal article for each:
cognitive (Lupo et al., 2018), critical (Lechtenberg, 2018) and disciplinary (Levine et al., 2018), and connect
those articles to other research studies in that tradition. Separately, the author describes each of the three text
set frameworks’ design principles. Then, across frameworks, the author analyze the disciplinary assumptions
around each framework’s centering texts, epistemological goals and trajectories.
Findings – The centering text, goals and trajectories of each framework reflect its underlying
epistemological lens. All frameworks include a text that serves as its epistemological center and the cognitive
and disciplinary frameworks, both rely on progressions of complexity (knowledge/linguistic and literary,
respectively). The author traces additional alignments and tensions between the frameworks and offer
suggestions for possible hybridities in readingmodality and reading volume.
Originality/value – Many articles have been written about models of text set construction, but few have
compared the assumptions behind those models. Examining these assumptions may help English teachers
and curriculum designers select texts and build curriculum that leverages the strengths of each model and
informs researchers’ understanding of disciplinary literacy in ELA.
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Researchers and teachers alike have noted the potential power of students reading text sets,
or multiple texts on a topic. Numerous articles in practitioner journals have presented text
sets on diverse topics across grades – in topics as wide-ranging as social studies (Tschida,
2015), science (Ebbers, 2002; Lannin et al., 2020), exploring social justice (Batchelor, 2019;
Lewis and Flynn, 2017), the experiences of LGBTQ students (Dodge and Crutcher, 2015) and
sports in society (Rodesiler, 2017). In fact, entire books present models for text sets with
dozens of examples (Cappiello and Dawes, 2012; Dowdy and Fleischaker, 2018; Lewis and
Strong, 2020).

Despite this popularity, the term “text set” has no clear theoretical foundations. As a
former high school English langauge arts (ELA) teacher and current researcher and teacher
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educator, I recognize the social complexity of curriculum construction and the diversity of
English teachers’ perspectives on ELA instruction (Luke, 1994). At times, ELA teachers
view the goals of ELA as developing lifelong readers, instilling habits of critical literacy or
apprenticing students into literary communities (just to name a few). This multiplicity can
be powerful in supporting students in multiple ways in their development but can also be
challenging for teachers to understand and reconcile multiple simultaneous goals.

The purpose of this article is to compare and contrast three common theoretical
perspectives on text set construction: cognitive, critical and disciplinary. This can support
teachers and curriculum designers in engaging with text sets amid multiple theoretical
perspectives, all of which are likely embodied in ELA classrooms to varying degrees.
Unpacking these perspectives may help educators clarify their purposes for text selection. In
addition, for researchers interested in studying text selection in ELA classrooms, these
comparisons reveal some underlying assumptions behind popular text set frameworks and
their implications for defining disciplinary literacy in ELA classrooms. Ultimately, seeing
the foundations of text set design can help educators both strengthen their rationales for text
selection with clear language and illuminate new and hybrid possibilities in text set design.

The origins of the term text set
Early articles about text sets simply defined them as groups of texts around a similar topic
or theme (Bishop, 1990; Hartman and Hartman, 1993; Opitz, 1998). In early text set research,
the idea of intertextuality was fundamental (Bloome and Egan-Robertson, 1993; Rowe, 1986;
Short, 1991), which departed from the then-current assumptions of cognitive models of
reading that focused on comprehension of a single text (Kintsch, 1988). In this line of
thinking, texts were not merely meant to be read sequentially, but to inform each other and
challenge students to integrate knowledge and perspectives across texts. For example,
Hartman and Hartman (1993) proposed frameworks for text sets such as companion texts
written as part of a single author’s serial works, complementary texts to expose students to
the complexity of a concept, disruptive texts which deliberately complicate common
narratives, synoptic texts which explore a single event from multiple narratorial
perspectives or rereading texts which ask students to return to an initial text after exploring
other texts on a topic. While these were not theoretically anchored, the piece demonstrated
the possibilities of text sets and prefigured contemporary trends in text set construction.

Another common theme in the early years of the term “text set” was the idea that text
sets should contain multiple modalities (Cappiello and Dawes, 2012). Hartman and Hartman
(1993) referred to this as including both “linguistic and nonlinguistic” texts (p. 203) and drew
on intertextuality research suggesting that even young children draw on cross-genre
intertextuality in their interpretations of texts (Cairney, 1990; Rowe, 1986). From the earliest
text sets, multimodality was important.

With this historical anchor, I turn to examine three text set frameworks through
contemporary theoretical lenses, each with a focal article: the cognitive perspective of the Quad
Text Set framework (QTS; Lupo et al., 2018), the critical perspective of the collaborative
curation for critical literacy framework (CCC; Lechtenberg, 2018) and the disciplinary
perspective of Project READi (Levine et al., 2018).

Text sets through a cognitive lens
The QTS is founded on constructs that have historically been important in cognitive reading
research of the past several decades: reading volume, text difficulty, background knowledge
and student motivation (Lupo et al., 2018). Accordingly, the QTS authors argue that
“increasing the amount of challenging texts that middle and high school students read has
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the potential to improve literacy outcomes” (p. 433). With these foundations and goals, the
QTS framework includes four text types: visual, accessible, informational and target. Visual
texts provide entry points for students and build knowledge via visual modalities, accessible
texts build background knowledge with lower complexity demands, informational texts
specifically target knowledge needed to comprehend the target text and a target text
presents a conceptually and linguistically challenging text that serves as the culmination of
the set. Ultimately, this framework views reading as a cognitive skill and practice, nurtured
over time. This approach places less emphasis on developing specific disciplinary literacy
practices – indeed, Lupo et al. (2018) designed this framework to function across disciplines
and be used by content-area as well as ELA teachers – or on critical perspectives engaging
power and ideology.

Motivation: catching and holding students’motivation to read
The QTS framework’s use of visual and accessible texts is based on the idea that students’
motivation to engage with texts is central to their development as readers (Wigfield and
Guthrie, 1997). Lupo et al. (2018) specifically cite work by Fulmer and Tulis (2013), which
suggests that students’ perception of the difficulty of texts influences their motivation to
persist in reading them. This connects to broader psychological research on the intertwined
relationships between student interest and comprehension (Fulmer et al., 2015; Springer
et al., 2017). Theoretically, interested and engaged students will comprehend better.

The QTS also explicitly targets reading volume as a goal, citing reading research
indicating that reading volume is strongly related to reading ability (Cunningham and
Stanovich, 1997). A recent research review suggests that reading volume and achievement
are reciprocally related: students who become stronger readers then read more, which then
strengthens their ability (Allington and McGill-Franzen, 2021). Thus, the QTS aims to
nurture students’ motivation to read and their ability to handle more challenging texts,
which would theoretically support increased volume of reading, which is often a major goal
of ELA instruction.

The goal: knowledge and text complexity
The QTS assumes that students exposed to multiple texts on the same topic will build both
a broader and more precise domain knowledge. The authors cite seminal work by Anderson
(2018) which notes that a reader’s prior knowledge creates a schema for acquiring new
knowledge while reading. They also cite Kintsch’s (2013) construction-integration model, a
well-known cognitive theory of reading comprehension, to explain how reading multiple
texts on the same topic would build more coherent account of the situation (i.e. the topic),
which would then facilitate the comprehension of additional texts on the topic. From this
cognitive perspective, knowledge acquisition, integration and refinement are critical to
comprehension development (Hattan and Lupo, 2020).

The cognitive perspective of the QTS is also visible in the conceptualization of the target
text as a “challenging on or above grade-level text” (Lupo et al., 2018; p. 436). In this view,
the target text is the apex of the text set’s design. This view connects to a larger line of
instructional research on defining features of complex texts and preparing students with
cognitive strategies and instructional support to handle the linguistic and conceptual
challenges of reading such text (Amendum et al., 2018; Lupo, et al., 2019; Mesmer et al., 2012;
Reynolds, 2021). Theoretically, text complexity as an explicit goal could help strengthen
students’ cognitive reading abilities and build them as lifelong readers.

The QTSwas designed to be used across disciplines, prioritizing volume, complexity and
motivation over ELA-specific goals. The ELA example QTS, however, in Lupo et al. (2018)
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Lupo et al.’s article, incorporated routines such as Notice and Note (Beers and Probst, 2013)
to identify textual patterns in service of literary analysis. It seems, then, that the primary
cognitive focus of the QTS can have a secondary focus on disciplinary practices. Negotiating
between content-area and disciplinary literacy goals has been a persistent topic for
researchers (Dobbs et al., 2016; Hinchman and O’Brien, 2019), illustrating the tensions
between defining a disciplinary literacy and promoting literacy across content areas.

The QTS was also designed to build domain knowledge from multiple perspectives. The
framework, though, does not use those multiple perspectives to interrogate existing
structures of power and inequality or strengthen students’ critical literacy. Lewis and Flynn
(2017), however, adapt the QTS to also include an “extension” text, in which teachers, after
selecting informational texts to build knowledge toward a complex target, also add a text
to “extend student understanding of equity and social justice issues” (p. 23). Similar to
counterstories (described below), this adaptation extends the cognitive perspective to
engage students in critical reading. It seems, then, that the primary cognitive focus of the
QTS can also have a secondary focus on disciplinary or critical literacy.

Text sets through a critical lens
The development of the critical tradition in ELA over the 20th and 21st centuries has been
linked to historical processes, theoretical developments and sociopolitical contexts (for a
brief history, see Luke, 2012). Many recent articles have taken up critical perspectives in the
construction of text sets (Batchelor, 2019; Dyches, 2018a, 2018b; Lewis and Flynn, 2017;
Moss, 2011; Souto-Manning, 2017; Tschida, 2015; Tschida et al., 2014). Many of these
specifically draw on Adichie’s (2009) notion of disrupting single stories as a way to enrich
understanding of grand cultural narratives. I chose Lechtenberg (2018) for my focal article
because it applies the idea of disrupting single stories and explicitly attends to the
theoretical dimensions of using a critical lens to construct text sets.

Lechtenberg (2018) refers to her framework as “collaborative curation for critical
literacy” (p. 1), which for brevity I will abbreviate as CCC. Informed by the concept of
curation (rather than selection) from school librarianship, this framework explicitly
positions teachers as intentional curators of what to include – and exclude – in their
curriculum. The framework draws on the “text circles” framework fromWessling (2011) and
includes a fulcrum text, which is the epistemological center of the set; context texts and
texture texts, which “introduce layers of contrast, new angles, or reconsiderations of the
conceptual focus” (p. 3); and at least one counterstory which explicitly invites readers to
interrogate “normative discourses and dominant ideologies” (p. 5).

Building knowledge: conceptual learning
As in the QTS, a reader’s domain knowledge is important to the CCC. Lechtenberg (2018),
though, does not ground her definition of knowledge as a schema of mental representations,
nor as a discipline-specific set of interpretive skills, but instead as:

“[. . .] a three-dimensional curriculum that intentionally builds conceptual understandings.
(Erickson, 2006). For example, the topic of literary devices becomes a conceptual inquiry into the
topic of representation, knowledge of Harlem Renaissance authors gives way to inquiry into
tradition and modernity and a narrow focus on the literary type of unreliable narrators becomes a
broader inquiry into reputation or truth (p. 3, italics in the original).”

In this way, the CCC approach differs from the topic- and background-knowledge-focused
dimensions of the QTS. This conceptualization is ambitious in its aims for students to apply
knowledge of specific ELA disciplinary concepts (e.g. literary devices) to broader domains of
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knowledge (e.g. representation), though Lechtenberg does not specify precisely how that
might happen.

In the CCC approach, building conceptual knowledge is enriched through the inclusion of
“context” texts, similar to the background knowledge building in the accessible and visual
texts of the QTS framework. The difference, though, is the focus on perspectives challenging
dominant ideologies: the CCC framework explicitly requires a counterstory, curated in
relation to the fulcrum text’s perspectives, to scaffold students’ critical literacy. The
assumption is that interrogating power and ideology are central to students’ development of
conceptual complexity.

The goal: fulcrum texts and conceptual richness
Unlike the QTS, the CCC model’s assumption of complexity does not necessarily begin with
simple texts and reach to complex texts. That is, a CCC text set might begin with a fulcrum
text which illustrates dominant ideologies, then follow up with counterstories and texture
texts which illustrate different facets of the concepts first demonstrated in the fulcrum text
(for another example, see Dyches, 2018b, who calls this “prismatic” text selection). Thus, the
end goal is not in the last text, but distributed throughout the students’ examination of the
texts.

Ultimately, the CCC approach places less emphasis on motivating students to develop
lifelong reading habits or building facility with linguistic complexity (hallmarks of the
QTS), or on developing specific practices of literary interpretation (hallmarks of a
disciplinary literacy approach). Rather, the CCC’s ultimate goals are what Lechtenberg
(2018) calls making multifaceted connections across texts and serving as starting points for
additional conceptual exploration and inquiry. While the QTS goal is comprehension of a
specific target text, the CCC’s goal does not specify a concrete goal for the exploration. In
fact, Lechtenberg draws on Beach et al. (2015) and argues that the CCC text explorations
serve the ultimate goal of “social change” (2009, p. 4), which seems to resist material ends
such as assessment products that would suggest the learning is finished or achieved, when
the project of social change, from a critical perspective, is always ongoing and never
“comprehended”, as a target text might be, or sufficiently “argued” by evidentiary and
disciplinary standards.

Text set through a disciplinary literacy lens
The expansion of the disciplinary literacy tradition in the early 2000s (Moje, 2007; Shanahan
and Shanahan, 2008) theorized that academic disciplines have unique literacies. Goldman
(2004) argued that early research in disciplinary literacy realized that experts’ disciplinary
literacy was fundamentally intertextual, an argument that challenged much of the single-
text cognitive paradigm at the time (Kintsch, 1988), with a generalized role for background
knowledge schema (Anderson, 2018). Recently, literacy research has demonstrated unique
literary reading practices (Lee et al., 2016; Rainey, 2017; Reynolds and Rush, 2017),

This disciplinary tradition, as exemplified by Levine et al. (2018), describes the
instructional design architecture of Project Reading, Evidence and Argumentation in
Disciplinary Instruction (READi), a six-year project documenting the nature of disciplinary
literacy in ELA, social studies and science (Goldman et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016), which also
traces some of its intellectual antecedents to Lee (1995, 2001) and Hillocks (2011). The goal of
this design architecture is to support students in engaging in literary reasoning – an
explicitly disciplinary focus, unlike the interdisciplinary QTS framework or the broader
conceptual goals of the CCC framework. The Project READi model is conceptualized in four
parts: gateway activities, cultural modeling, heuristics and scaffolds and background
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knowledge activities. It should be noted that Levine et al. (2018) focus less on the
background knowledge dimensions in that particular article (Goldman et al., 2016, for a
richer discussion of knowledge demands in Project READi).

Gateways introducing cultural models
Levine et al. (2018) suggest that texts are only one part of a unit organized around essential
questions and tensions in human life, a perspective shared by other scholars of literary
argumentation in secondary classrooms (Hillocks, 2011; Bloome et al., 2019). The gateway
activities are “brief scenarios, surveys, or other engaging questions that use everyday
settings and language to represent a simplified version of those tensions or conflicts”
(Levine et al., 2018, p. 113). Similar to the hook texts in the QTS, the gateway activities’ texts
are designed to connect topics to students’ lives, though the QTS takes a more individual-
psychological approach to hooking “interest”while the READi approach focuses on how the
gateway activities connect to students’ social worlds. Gateway activities are also designed to
align with the literary heuristics used later in the unit and so they can also be seen as more
disciplinary versions of the QTS’s hook texts.

The gateway activities then lead into cultural modeling, which is implemented through
“cultural data sets” (Lee, 1995), which use:

Everyday texts (e.g. music, lyrics, clips from movies, TV shows, advertisements, etc.) that are
drawn from popular cultural or current contexts, are familiar to and valued by students and invite
interpretive challenges (e.g. exploration of symbolism, irony, or unreliable narration) similar to
those which students will encounter in more complex focal texts of an instructional unit (Levine
et al., 2018, pp. 113–114).

In many ways these texts are akin to the accessible and visual texts in the QTS and the
texture texts of the CCC, but with the focus on the particular problems of literary
interpretation and less on domain or conceptual knowledge development. This may be
because the essential questions of literature – such as questions about coming of age, family
dynamics and social conformity – are often assumed to be accessible to all students
regardless of background knowledge. By contrast, the QTS frame’s interdisciplinary
approach must account for how essential questions in, say, history and science – such as
“What moral culpability does the US bear in dropping atomic bombs?” or “How should we
address climate change?” may require more disciplinary declarative knowledge than ELA
essential questions.

Both the QTS and READi frameworks prize accessibility: students read accessible texts
and then are guided through increasingly complex texts. However, the frameworks’ visions
of knowledge and the ties between texts are different. The QTS focuses on knowledge and
schema development and the READi model focuses on increasingly sophisticated literary
interpretation. Levine et al. (2018) show an example of students first working with
“Titanium”, a popular song at the time of the study, before applying the same heuristics to
Sandra Cisneros’ vignette “Linoleum Roses” from The House on Mango Street. The pop
song’s relatively simple central metaphor, illustrated by the repeated line “I am titanium”, is
extended to Cisneros’ text, ostensibly richer in its figurative language and literary
construction. Then, the students extended their use of heuristics through what Levine et al.
(2018) call “focal” texts: “Marigolds”, a short story by Eugenia Collier and “Two Kinds” and
excerpt from Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club. Thus, the gateway texts act as introductions to
the more complex cultural models in literature.
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The goal: literary heuristics and interpretation
Both the QTS and the READi framework see texts as spiraling from simple to complex. The
ultimate goal, however, of the READi model is not the building of domain knowledge and
comprehension of a target text (as the QTS has it), but the practice of using of literary
heuristics with increasingly complex literary texts. Examples of these heuristics include
looking for affect-laden language (Levine, 2014) or attending to literary rules of notice (Beers
and Probst, 2013; Rabinowitz, 1987). As students progress through gateway activity texts
and increasingly complex literary texts, they develop expertise in the practices of literary
interpretation.

Ultimately, Project READi’s discipline-specific goals also target students’ argumentative
writing. While the reading-focused QTS does not attend to expressive products students
might create with their knowledge and the concept-focused CCC focuses on broader ideas of
social change, the Project READi approach directly theorizes written literary interpretation
as the final goal and developing reading for argumentation both within and across
disciplines was a core aspect of Project READi (Goldman et al., 2016). Consequently, Levine
et al. (2018) also describe methods for scaffolding students from using the heuristics in
thinking and discussing toward using them in written explanations. In this way, the
contrasting ultimate goals of the QTS and the READi approaches illustrate the differences
between the cognitive and disciplinary approaches to text set construction.

Discussion
From these examples, it is clear that what researchers and teachers have called “text sets”
may have quite different theoretical foundations and assumptions about the nature of ELA
teaching and learning. To synthesize across the frameworks, below I discuss how the
centering texts, goals and progressions of the text set. For teachers, this synthesis could help
clarify curriculum construction and provide a common language across frameworks to
support collaboration and instructional decision-making even when teachers in the same
school have different priorities. For researchers, this synthesis could help surface the
underlying assumptions of disciplinary literacy in relation to those of cognitive reading
research and the critical literacy tradition. Seeing the tensions and intersections of the
priorities across these perspectives can help teacher educators widen preservice teachers’
conceptions of text sets and advance theories of text use in ELA classrooms.

The centering text of the text set
Each model includes some text that serves as an epistemological center: the QTS calls it a
“target text”, the CCC calls it a “fulcrum text” and Project READi calls it a “focal text”. These
texts give a sense of epistemological coherence and identity to the text set and the
characteristics of that centering text reflect the epistemological commitments of the text set:
linguistic and conceptual complexity in the QTS, ideological complexity in the CCC and
literary complexity in Project READi. In many ways these centering texts are anchors of
ELA instruction, serving as shared resources for teachers and students and offering
coherence to ELA curriculum.

What, though, would a text set look like without a text explicitly marked as the
epistemological center? Would this be a text set where all texts are assumed to have equal
contributions to the text set? This would redefine the types of complexity suggested by the
QTS and Project READi models and resist the centering of a “fulcrum” in the CCC model.
Such a text set would have to consider prevailing notions of linguistic complexity, literary
canonicity and sociopolitical ideology. Both teachers and students bring enormous cultural
and social assumptions about what makes a “valuable” text in an ELA classroom – and
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those assumptions could easily be reinscribed during instruction as certain texts might
appear more valuable than others. Still, if teachers and students were collectively
considering the impact of a “centering” text in a text set, they might be more aware of the
assumptions of their collective work.

An example of this might be seen in Storm and Rainey (2018), who present an example of
#LitAnalysis4Life routine, in which students brought in their own texts (broadly defined)
and subject them to collective interpretation using disciplinary practices. Students engaged
in the literary analysis characteristic of the disciplinary literacy perspective were engaged
with and motivated by texts that were meaningful to them and interrogated the
assumptions about class, race, gender and language they found in those texts. Yet, they
were not explicitly engaged in text set construction. Perhaps, the students could be guided to
see their contributions as a text set construction, with ongoing discussion about the set’s
conceptual coherence. Little research from any of the three perspectives, however, has
explicitly theorized about how students can participate in the construction of text sets.
Because research has also noted that text selection to help construct a literary problem is a
crucial practice of literary experts (Rainey, 2017), this could be a powerful area to extend text
set research.

The goals of the text set
While only Project READi specifies a final product of students’ reading (a written literary
interpretation), it’s also clear that the text sets’ goals are related to their epistemologies.
Teachers looking for a model for text selection, then, might consider how the goals they
select for their students align with the goals of the text set.

Is it possible, though, to achieve all the goals in an English course? It could be argued
that an ideal English class does just that: builds students into lifelong readers capable of
navigating linguistic complexity, leads students toward a critical capacity to interrogate
dominant ideologies and develops students with repertoires of interpretive capacities
specific to literary texts both everyday and canonical.

While the epistemologies are potentially synergistic, no doubt tensions arise as teachers
try to accomplish these goals. The QTS focus on reading volume is not echoed in the other
models, so teachers may wonder: Is it more important to raise my students’ volume of text
consumed at the expense of developing literary or critical habits? Perhaps not. Yet if
students’ reading volume is relegated to a lower priority, are students being prepared to
engage with longer, more complex arguments that dive into the complexity of real-world
identities, concepts and tensions in literature, politics, history and science? Trading off
between these tensions is a central challenge for English teachers.

The progression of the text set
Both the QTS and the Project READi models are based on a spiraling complexity of texts,
though the QTS model focuses on linguistic complexity and READi on literary complexity.
This begs the question: What are the criteria for such complexity? For the QTS, tensions are
certainly evident in defining qualitative and quantitative measures of text complexity,
especially as proposed in the US Common Core’s Appendix A in the USA. Equally evident
for Project READi are tensions in what counts as literary complexity, such as whether YA
novels or popular culture texts are less literarily complex than literature written for adults.

The CCC approach, by contrast, locates complexity not in the texts themselves but in
students’ increasingly multifaceted conceptual understandings at the center of the unit. In
this respect, the approach is more constructivist than textual. This invites teachers to
wonder: What would assessment look like at the end of a CCC-inspired unit? Howwould any
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assessment align with the assumptions of the CCC inquiry? Perhaps the field would benefit
from a deeper understanding of how teachers, students (and potentially parents and others
interested in understanding student growth) develop a shared understanding of how
students’ critical inquiry develops over time. Aukerman (2015) offers a potential set of
questions to guide this work.

It is also worth noting that the progression of all text sets lasts for one unit of instruction.
What, though, would this look like across units of instruction? The “unit of instruction”
serves as the unspecified unit of analysis in each of the focal articles and nearly every article
proposing a text set for teachers. Yet these units do not exist independently: they are woven
into the fabric of a yearlong curriculum. How might text sets interact with other aspects of
curriculum including daily routines, interdisciplinary instruction in content area classes,
extracurricular literacy offerings or community partnerships? While the “text set” offers the
clarity of a focused instructional unit, future articles might examine how the epistemological
assumptions in text sets intersect with larger visions of curriculum across units, classrooms,
schools, districts and communities.

Implications and possibilities
This article is neither a comprehensive survey of all types of text set construction nor a
discussion of the larger topic of text selection in ELA classrooms. Consequently, variations
within these perspectives and other perspectives entirely, likely exist. No doubt teachers are
already productively hybridizing these perspectives in their classroom – and these
hybridities reflect the complexity of defining “disciplinary literacy” in English classrooms
and developing shared purposes and goals of ELA curriculum (Luke, 1994).

To apply the ideas in this article, teachers might begin with their existing students and
curriculum. For example, one teacher might have students who are avid readers and
discussers of different types of complex literature, but might consider employing aspects of
the CCC text set framework to support them in developing critical literacy. Conversely,
another teacher’s school might already have a cross-curricular focus on activism and
justice – that teacher might want to integrate the QTS’s ideas about reading volume or text
complexity. Adapting theoretical ideas to serve the needs of students, while working within
existing curricular constraints and resources, is a central work of ELA teaching.

What, more specifically, might these hybrid ideas bring to ELA text set work? I conclude
with two final hybridities: multimodality and volume. Multimodality, a part of text sets from
the term’s origin, can be a consistent theme across perspectives. The QTS already prioritizes
visual texts. Project READi model’s gateway texts include songs, videos and
advertisements. While the CCC is silent about modality, much other scholarship has
examined the intersection of critical literacy and pop culture texts such as songs and videos
(Morrell, 2015). Given this commonality, perspectives on modality could be hybridized. For
example, how might memes in which text and image are juxtaposed, often in the ironic
context of social media remixing (Elmore and Coleman, 2019), have the potential to serve as
hooks, gateways, literary arguments and counterstories? How might the use of a map such
as the Racial Dot Map published by the Demographics Research Group at the University of
Virginia (https://demographics.coopercenter.org/racial-dot-map) serve as a gateway text to
understanding residential segregation, a visual text to see how racially segregated US
neighborhoods are, or a counterstory to challenge myths about residential segregation?
Using memes andmaps might help teachers layer cognitive, critical and disciplinary goals.

The concept of reading volume might also be productively seen in a hybrid way across
these lenses. Reading volume is traditionally defined as engaging in the act of reading
printed text (Allington and McGill-Franzen, 2021). For example, an explicit goal of the QTS
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is to build knowledge and skills so students engage in more reading. But viewed in the
Project READi lens, a student might be inspired by a song by a previously unheard artist
that was used as a gateway text and seek out that artist, or genre. A gateway song might
invite students to find a Spotify playlist that extends the initial song’s content or genre. Or
perhaps, during a CCC-inspired text set, a student might listen to an episode of a podcast
such as Rebecca Nagle’s This Land, which tells counterstories exploding stereotypes of
Native American life, or The Promise, which includes both stories and counterstories of
gentrification and rebuilding of public housing in Nashville, TN. Would these students then
be primed to increase their listening volume? ELA teachers could use these potentially
complementary lenses to reexamine how instruction could increase students’ volume of
engaged reading, listening and critical interpreting of all kinds of texts.

Ultimately, exploring the tensions and potential hybridities in different models of text set
construction may generate productive insights for researchers who theorize text selection as
well as for teachers looking to invigorate their curriculum and clarify the ultimate goals of
their ELA classroom. Understanding the deep assumptions embodied in text sets and their
theoretical perspectives is a step toward creating and recreating the ELA curriculum our
students deserve.
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